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NSDP Final Examination November, 2014
Section A: Evolutionary Algorithms
1. (5 marks) Give a definition of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Carefully note the five
key points (as shared with biological evolution) of an EA in your definition.
2. (2 marks) Propose a crossover technique that can be used for 3 or more parents using
a floating point representation for each gene.
3. (4 marks) Discuss the importance of the fitness function in Evolutionary Algorithms
including the properties of a well defined fitness function.
4. (4 marks) For Steady-state GAs (SSGA) the kill-tournament replacement strategy is
often used. Explain how the replace-worst and replace-random strategies are special
cases of the kill-tournament and why a kill-tournament is a better choice than
replace-random or replace-worst.
5. (10 marks) Design a Cooperative Co-Evolutionary Differential Evolution Algorithm for
two populations. Give pseudo-code and explain each part of your algorithm.
6. A continuous minimisation function, f(x), where x ∈ [0, 1] uses a simple binary-coded
technique to represent solutions. For example, 000000002 = 010 → 0,
100000002 = 12810 → 0.5 and 111111112 = 25610 → 1.
(a) (2 marks) Explain a potential problem that this representation technique will
exhibit. (Which will especially manifest during the crossover and mutation
operations).
(b) (2 marks) Suggest a technique to avoid this problem and explain why it will solve
the problem.
7. (2 marks) Briefly explain why interactive GAs requires human intervention. Give an
example of a problem that will require this kind of interaction.
8. (2 marks) A specific Genetic Algorithm (GA) implementation starts with a high
mutation rate, which gradually decreases as the number if iterations decreases. Explain
whether this strategy is sensible.
9. (4 marks) In an artificial life simulation a Genetic Algorithm is used to evolve digital
flies that interact with each other in various ways. Figure 1 shows an example of 9 such
flies (the numbers are not part of the fly). Each fly’s body consists of elongated line
segments of different colours which are always connected (except the begin and end
points). Considering, only the shape of the fly’s body, propose a representation
technique that can be used to map the fly’s chromosome (genotype) to its body
(phenotype).
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Figure 1: Digitial Flies
10. (3 marks) Discuss the merits of using the following approach to calculate dynamic
strategy parameters for Evolutionary Programming (EP):
σi(t) = |f(yˆ(t))− f(xi(t))|
Where f : Rnx → R denotes the fitness function; yˆ(t), the best candidate at time t and
xi(t), the i
th candidate solution at time t.
Section B: Particle Swarm Optimisation
1. (4 marks) Briefly explain the similarities/differences between PSOs and EAs.
2. (4 marks) Explain the significance of the exploration/exploitation trade-off in the
context of PSOs and discuss the problems that arise if this trade-off is not in balance.
3. (6 marks) Briefly discuss each of the three components that make up the velocity,
vij(t) of each particle in the standard ‘gbest’ PSO and the effect that each has on the
velocity of the particle.
4. (3 marks) Explain how the acceleration components of the velocity can be adapted
dynamically to balance exploration/exploitation.
5. (5 marks) Briefly explain how the Cooperative Split PSO (CPSO) algorithm calculates
its fitness function.
6. (3 marks) Consider two fitness functions f : Rnx → R and g : Rnx → R. The function
f is computationally expensive, but its results are highly accurate for similar solutions.
Function g often gives inaccurate results for similar solutions, but its computational
load is negligible. Which of the two would you use? Clearly motivate your decision.
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7. (3 marks) Briefly explain the possible reasons why an atomic swarm tends to perform
better than a charged and a neutral swarm.
8. The 0-1 Knapsack problem is an optimisation problem where a number of articles
needs be placed in a knapsack. Assuming that the knapsack is large enough to contain
all the objects in terms of size, the only two factors that need to be considered is the
priority and the weight of each article. Assuming that the knapsack can only hold m
kg, the aim is to find the configuration of items from the set of n items such that the
priority is optimised.
(a) (2 marks) Name the PSO which is specifically designed for this kind of problem
and motivate why it works for these cases.
(b) (2 marks) Explain how each solution can be represented.
(c) (2 marks) Explain how the velocity component should be interpreted for this
problem.
(d) (4 marks) During the crossover/mutation processes, certain configurations will
yield a knapsack that exceeds the maximum allowed weight. Briefly describe two
methods to handle these situations.
Section C: Ant Algorithms
1. (3 marks) Briefly explain the concept of ‘emergent behaviour’ in terms of ant
algorithms and give an example to illustrate your point.
2. (2 marks) Discuss the importance of evaporation in the pheromone trail depositing
equation of ant-based optimisation.
3. (7 marks) Using the Ant System (AS), show how the Travelling Salesperson Problem
(TSP) can be solved. Focus on the specifics of the TSP, rather on reiterating the
specifics of the AS algorithm.
4. (10 marks) ‘Beep’ bank wants to group the types of clients that they have based on
their behaviour and various other properties. They have identified a large number of
characteristics that can be used to place clients into different groups. All of these have
been reduced to simple yes/no responses:
• Is the client’s account in a good standing order?
• Does the client have a bond account with us?
• Has this client been banking with us for more than 10 years?
• Has the client studied New System Development Paradigms at UJ and passed?
• ...
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In total, 87 such questions have been identified. The problem now is to determine
similarities between the bank’s 1.7 million clients by applying some clustering
algorithm. In order to minimise the number of clusters, clients in a specific type only
needs to have the majority of the questions corresponding. ‘Majority’ is used loosely
here and quantifying it is also part of the problem (that you can help solve).
The bank wants to know how many different types of clients and how many clients of
each type they have.
Discuss a clustering algorithm based on the behaviour of ants that can be used to
accomplish this task. Give special attention to finding dissimilarity between data
points.
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